BU 26742/17

Tissue from initial polypectomy/TCRE procedure
Endometrioid and clear cell adenocarcinoma
Endometrioid adenocarcinoma  Clear cell adenocarcinoma
ER endometrioid component  

ER clear cell component
PR endometrioid component

PR clear cell component
HNF1B endometrioid component  HNF1B clear cell component
BU 17066/18

Postpartum specimen from curetage during caesarian section
Placental tissue
Endometrioid adenocarcinoma
Endometrioid adenocarcinoma with squamous cell differentiation
ER, varierende farging
PR, varierende farging
Napsin A

HNF1B
Areas with clear cell features, inconclusive in regards to presence of clear cell component
ER

PR
BM 15104/18

Hysterectomy specimen
Uterus with flat endometrium and necrotic decidua
Flattened endometrium
Nectrotic decidua